NAVIGATING THE WEBSITE

The Advising Resource Center (or ARC) has many great tools for you to use on the website. The top 3 areas that you may find helpful include the Advisor Directory, the Wayfinders, and the GPA Calculators. More information and hyperlinks are below.

ADVISOR DIRECTORY

A primary function of the ARC is to provide info on how to contact an academic advisor. Students can sort through the directory by Major, Minor, or College. Each contact page includes:

- Procedures for scheduling an appointment
- Procedures for declaring a major/minor
- Four Year Plan (a sample schedule of courses)

THE WAYFINDERS

Wayfinders are university advisors that help students see the big picture in finding their perfect fit for academic success. They help you find your academic home and offer guidance as you look to connect what you learn in the classroom to your future career.

GRADE CALCULATORS

You may often need to make two general calculations regarding grades: What is your current GPA, and what will it take to get to a desired GPA?

GPA Calculation - GPA can be calculated manually by using a simple point system and is useful for checking transfer GPAs or for double-checking major and cumulative GPAs that are in UAccess.

GPA Calculator - This calculator is used for calculating current semester GPA based on estimating final grades.

Target GPA Calculator - Target GPA determines how many units of A or B grades are needed to achieve a target GPA. To find out how many “units taken towards GPA” and total “Total Grade Points” earned, visit UAccess and request an unofficial transcript.